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SI-RATIONAL HOMOTOPY

THEORY AND ITS APPLICATIONS

DOOBUM LEE

Introduction

D. Sullivan's rational homotopy theory establishes an equivalence
between the rational homotopy category of (I-connected) topological
spaces to the homotopy category of (I-connected) commutative Z+
graded differential algebras over Q which are minimal by providing a
functor from one category to another.

The purpose of this article is to develop rational homotopy theory
of SI-spaces (spaces equipped with SI actions) on the line of Sullivan's
rational homotopy theory.

Let k be a field of characteristic O. Let X be a graded space. AX will
denote the free graded commutative algebra over X :

AX = exterior algebra(XOdd
) 0 symmetric algebra(XeVen

).

A Koszul-Sullivan(KS) extension is a sequence of differential graded
algebras(DGA's)

(A,dA ) -+ (C,de ) -+ (B,dB )

such that

1) B = AX for some graded space X
2) there is a commutative diagram of graded algebra homomor

phisms

c
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where 4> is an isomorphism of graded algebras.
3) there is a well ordered homogeneous basis {Xa}aEI for X with

where B<OI is the subalgebra generated by (xp)p<a'

A KS-extension is called minimal if the basis can be chosen so that
degxp < degx Ol implies f3 < <:t. IT A is k (so that C = B = AX) C is
called a KS-complex (resp. a minimal KS-complex). Given a DGA map
f : (A, dA) ~ (A', dAJ a KS-model for f is a commutative diagram of
DGA's

where (i,p) is a KS-extension and 4>* : H(C) ~ H(A' ) is an isomor
phism. IT the extension is minimal, it is called a minimal model for f. IT
A = k (so that f is the inclusion of k in A') (C, 4» or simply C is called
a model of A'.

Let M be a topological space and recall that Sing M denotes the
simplicial set of singular simplices on M. Then we can form the DGA
(A(SingM), d) which will be denoted simply by (A(M), d) and called
the DGA of differential forms on M. A minimal model of A(M) is called
a minimal model of M.

IT p : E ~ B is a fibration and (A, d) is a minimal model of B then a
model for E is given [3] by a KS-extension (A ® AX, D) for some graded
vector space X where DIA = d.

IT Sl acts on a space X the action is studied via the fibration X ~

ES1 X51 X ~ BS1 introduced by Borel. It leads [5] to a sequence

(k[u], 0) ~ (k[u) ® AV, D) ~ (AV, d)

of morphisms of KS-complexes in which KS-complexes are respectively
a minimal model for BS1, a model for ES1 x 51 X and a minimal model
for X. (*) is called a KS-extension associated to the Sl-action. Note
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that if VI = 0 then the model for ESI XSi X is also minimal. In fact
the differential D on k[u] 0 AV can be written as

D = d + UPI + ... + unPn +...

where Pi is a homomorphism of degree -(2i -1).
In section lone introduces some invariants of an SI-space using (*)

the periodic equivariant cohomology and the type of an action, and some
results about them are given.

In section 2 one discusses the relationship between the equivariant
cohomology in dimension k of an Sl-manifold M (compact oriented n
dimensional) to the dual of equivariant cohomology in dimension n-k-l.
This is established by a linear map which we call (equivariant) Poincare
duality. The main result shows that the failure of Poincare duality to be
an isomorphism is measured by the periodic equivariant cohomology of
M.

In section 3 one reviews a model of the space of all cross sections of
a (nilpotent) fibration proposed by Sullivan [7]. One also introduces the
concept of homotopy fixed point set and finds a model for the set using
the Sullivan model.

In section 4 one considers a model for the homotopy fixed point set of
an infinite symmetric product of an 51-space and studies a relationship
with the minus equivariant cohomology defined in section 2.

1. Some invariants of an 5 1-space

Let X be an Sl-space and let k[u] -+ k[u] Q9 AV -+ AV be a KS
extension associated with the action as in the introduction. The equi
variant cohomology HSi(Xj k) = H*(ES1 XSi Xj k) of X can be cal
culated as the homology of (k[u] 0 AV, D). Note that H*(BS1 ; k) =
B Si (point; k) = k[u), deg u =2.

DEFINITION 1.1. The periodic equivariant cohomology of X is de
fined as the direct limit

PHSi *(X) =lim(··· -+ HSi *(X) ~ HSi *+2(X) -+ ... ).
~

And an 5 1-map f : X -+ Y of 5 1-spaces X and Y is called periodic
equivariant cohomology equivalence (PEH-equivalence) if the induced
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Pf: PHS1*(Y) -l> PHS1*(X)

is an isomorphism for each *.
REMARK 1.2. Clearly we have PHS1*(X) = PHS1*+2(X) i.e.,

PHS1 *(X) is a Z2-graded vector space. And f : X -l> Y is a PEH
equivalence if and only if the kernel and cokernel of f* : H S 1 *(Y) -l>

H S 1 *(X) are torsion k[u]-modules.

THEOREM 1.3. H the action on a :finite dimensional SI-space X is
almost free, then PHS1 *(X) = 0 for all *.

Proof. The hypothesis implies that the map ESI XS1 X -l> X/Sl
induced by the projection ESI XS1 X -l> X is a rational homotopy
equivalence. Hence HS1 (X) = Hn(x/SI) = 0 for sufficiently large n
since X is finite dimensional. This completes the proof.

Let Xo be the base point of a 2-connected topological space X and let

02(X) = {f : S2 -l> X If is continuous and f(south pole) = xo}

be the double loop space. We have a natural SI-action on 0 2X induced
by the rotation of 51 around the north-south axis. We also have an
evaluation map a : 0 2X --4 X defined by aU) = f(north pole). Clearly
a is equivariant where X is equipped with the trivial action. Hence we
have the following diagram

0 2X -l> ESI XS1 0 2X -l> BSI

1
X -l>

1 II

IT (A(xQ), d) is a minimal model of X, then (A(~Q)'0) is a minimal
model of 0 2X where deg ~Q = deg X Q - 2. Thus we obtain the following
commutative diagram

k[u] -l> (k[u] 0 A(~Q)' D) -l>

II i
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If dX a = r:.ajjxjxj + r:.b'mnX,XmXn +... , then the differential D is given
by

D~OI = r:.ajj~j ~j u + r:.b'mn~' ~m ~nU2 +....
Now it is easy to see that the evaluation map a is a PEH-equivalence.

DEFINITION 1.4. An 5 1-space Xis called of type r if r is the smallest
integer with the following property: there exists a minimal model of
E51 XSl X of the form (k[u] 0 AV, D) where (AV, d) is a minimal model
of X and D is given by

Df = df + uf31f + ... + urf3rf, f3r i= 0

for all f E k[u] 0 AV.

The following lemma is well known.

LEMMA 1.5. H 51 acts on a :finite dimensional space X, the fixed
point set is non-empty if and only if

H*(B5\Q) -t H*(E51
XSl X;Q)

is injective.

THEOREM 1.6. Let X be an n-connected finite dimensional 5 1-space.
H the action is of type ~ (n + 1)/2, then it has a fixed point.

Proof. Suppose that the fixed point set is empty and let m be the type
of the 5 1-space X. Then there exists a minimal model (k[u] 0AV, D) of
E51 XSl X where D is given by

By the lemma 1.5 there exists a = ao + a1u + ... + apuP in k[u] 0 AV
and an integer r such that

ur=D(aO+a1u+··.+apuP), degaj >n, i=O,l, ... ,p

= (dao + Uf31aO + + umf3maO)

+ (da1 + Uf31a1 + + umf3mad' U
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If r ~ m, then we have {3rao + {3r-1 a1 + ... = 1 where 13k decreases the
degree by 2k - 1 and deg ak = 2r - 2k - 1. Without loss of generality
we may assume that {3rao i= o. (If so, we take a = a1 + a2u + ... +
ap -1 up - 1 to have ur- 1 = Da.) Note that deg ao = 2r - 1 > n since
X is n-connected. Hence 2m - 1 :2: 2r - 1 > n which implies that
m > (n + 1)/2. If r > m, then {3mar-m + {3m-1ar-m+l + ... = 1,
which implies that deg a r - m = 2m - 1 > n. (If {3mar-m = 0, we take
0: = ar_m+1Ur-m+1 + ... + O:puP and um = Da.) This proves the
theorem.

2. Poincare Duality
Let Mn be a compact oriented n-dimensional 5 1-manifold and let

(Q*(M), d) be the De Rham complex. Let X be the vector field gener
ated by the S1-action. We denote ix : O*(M) ~ 0*-1(M) to be the
contraction along the vector field X defined by

for w E OP(M). Then clearly ix2 = o. We define Lx = dix + ixd :
O*(M) ~ O*(M), the Lie derivative with respect to X.

DEFINITION 2.1. 0Sl *(M) = {w E O*(M) ILxw = O}. Such forms
are called invariant forms.

In fact, by choosing a model 0Sl *(M) for M instead of a minimal one
we can take [2] an extension

R[u] ~ (R[u] 0 0Sl *(M), D) ~ (OSl *(M), d)

as a model of the Borel fibration where D has the form D = d + ixu.
This gives us the following.

LEMMA 2.2. (1) H(E9n>00Sl*-2n(M),d+ ix ) = H S1(MjR).
(2) P HS1*(M; R) = H(ffinOs1 *+2n(M), d + ix ).

Let Mn be as above equipped with an invariant metric. Then *
operator
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induced by the metric sends the invariant forms to the invariant forms
and satisfies *2 = id. We have the following commutative diagrams

---+. 'lSI r(M)

·1

where h = *d* and f3 = *ix*. Note that h2 = f32 = 0 and hf3 + f3h = O.

Then we have the following commutative diagram.

EBi>Ons 1n-k+2i(M) d+ix I EBi~onsl n-k+I+2i(M) (1)

EBi~onsl k-2i(M) S+P EBi~ons1 k-1-2i(M) (2)

DEFINITION 2.4. The above complex (1) ((2» defines so called the
minus equivariant cohomology (equivariant homology) of M denoted by
-](IS1 n-k(M; R.) (HkS1 (M; R.» respectively. In particular * operator
induces an isomorphism on cohomology

-lBlS 1 n-k(M; R.) ::: Hk S1 (M; R.).

Now we have the following commutative diagram of short exact se
quence;

o --. EEli>O'lS1k-2i(M) --. Etli 'lS1k+2 i (M) --. Etli;::O'lS1k+2i(M) --. 0

II T T
--. 0

This induces a commutative diagram of a long exact sequence in co
homology.

-+ P HSl k(M) --+ -l8Is l k(M) I HSl k-l(M) __ PHsl k+l(M) -+

1 1 \_,s't:( 1
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The homomorphism jj is called the equivariant Poincare duality map
and the failure of iJ to be an isomorphism is measured by PHS1 *(M).
Note that the bottom level is Gysin sequence. Note also that if the
action on M is almost free then H* S1 (M) rv H*(MISl) and H S 1 *(M) ~
H*(MISl ). Since PHS1 *(M) = 0 if the action is free we finally note the
above map jj is in fact the Poincare-duality isomorphism for the orbit
space MIS1

•

3. Sullivan model for a homotopy fixed point set

Let p : E -+ B be a fibration and let A -+ Q*(B) be a minimal
model for B. As we have seen in the introduction a model for E is
given by (A ® AV,D) for some graded vector space V where DIA = d,
the differential on A. Suppose s : B -+ E be a section. Sullivan [7]
proposed an algebraic model for the space fa of section in the connected
component of s as following:

Let W be the set all pairs (a, b*) where a is a generator of V and b* is
a (dual) additive generator of A. The degree of (a,b*) is dega - degb*.
We set (a, b*) of negative degree equal to 0 and convert (a, b*) of degree
ointo scalars by (a,b*) = (s(a),b*). Let f o = AW. We have a universal
evaluation map e : B x f s -+ E defined by e(b,O') = O'(b), 0' E fa,
bE B. This gives a DGA map e* : A0AV -+ A®ro defined by e*(a) =
L;b(a, b*)b which forces the definition of D(a, b*) = (ad, b*) ± (a, 8b*). (8
is the dual of d.)

A. Haefliger [4] showed that the above differential graded algebra is
indeed a model for the space of sections.

DEFINITION 3.1. Let X be an Sl-space. The homotopy :fixed point
set X hS

1
is defined to be the space of sections of the associated Borel

fibration X -+ ES1 XSl X ~ BS1.

REMARK 3.2. XhS
1

= Mapss1(ESl,X), Sl-maps from ES1 to X
and there is an inclusion i : X S1 -+ X hS

1
of the :fixed point set into

XhS1.

THEOREM 3.3. Let X be finite dimensional Sl-space. Then X S1 i- cP
if and only if X hS

1 i- cP.

Proof. IT X S1 i- cP, say x E X S1 , then one can construct a map
BS1 -+ ES1 XSl X sending [e] to [e, x]. Conversely if X hS1 i- cP, then
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71"* : H*(BS1) -t H*(ES1 XS1 X) is injective. We have already seen
that this is equivalent to X 51 t= 4>, and the proof is complete.

Now we can apply Sullivan's construction to obtain a model for the
homotopy fixed point set of an Sl-space. If

k[u] -t (k[u] ®AV,D) -t (AV, d)

is a KS-extension associated with the action, the generators are of the
form (x Q , un) where X Q is a generator of V and the differential D is
simply defined by

REMARK 3.4. We need a following convention for (**) to make sense:

i1+··+ir=n
deg Xj -2ij ;=:0, Vj

4. A model for poo(M)hS1

Let M be a free Sl-manifold and let POO(M) be the infinite symmetric
product of M, which has the induced Sl-action. By P. May [6] we have
an isomorphism

7I"*(POO(M» ~ H*(M)

We also have the following diagram

M -t ES1 XS1 M -t BS1

Ii Ii II
POO(M) -t ES1 x 51 POO(M) -t BS1

where i and i are defined up to homotopy.
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W* = ker(!lsl *(M) ~ !lsI *+l(M))

(W')* = im(!lsl *-l(M) ~ !lsI *(M))

and (W")* = (1*(H*(M»

for a section (1* : H*(M) -+ W*.
We consider a free algebra A = (A(W" Ee W' Ee W), 6) where 6 is

given by liw" =°= liw' and 6w' = w' for wIt E W", w' E WIt and w' E
W' and (W)* is the graded vector space such that (W')i = (W')i+I.
Since A I'V «W"),O) and «W' Ee W), 6) is acyclic (* * *) implies that
A is a model for POO(M). Hence we obtain a model (k[u] (29 A,D) for
ESI XSI POO(M) where D can be defined as followings:

D f: R R" . "= v + UfJ, fJW = zxw , wIt E WIt

R' . ,
fJW = Zx w , w' E W' and f3w' = -ixw', tv' E W

Following our previous description of Sullivan model the generators of
the homotopy fixed point set POO(M)hS

I
of POO(M) are of the following

types:
[w", i], [w', i], [tv', i] (i = 0,1,2, ... )

where w" E W", w' E W' and w' E W'. Note that [w", i] denotes
(w", ui ) in our previous notation. The direct computation using the
universal evaluation map gives us the differential lDl as .following:

lDl[w" , 0] = 0, lDl[w",i] = [ixw",i -1], i > °
lDl[w',O] = 0, lDl[w',i] = [ixw',i -1], i > °
lDl[w',O] = [w',O], lDl[w',i] = [w',i] - [ixw',i -1], i > 0.

Recall that -]8[sl *(M) is defined by H( -C*, d + i x ) where -C* =
!lsl*(M)E9!lsl*+2(M)Ee···. WedenoteU",U' andu' the vector spaces
generated by the generators [w", i], [w', i] and [ut, i] respectively.

We define a chain map

cI> : (U" Ee U' E9 u',lDlt -+ (-Cn,d + ix)
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~[w", i] = (0, 0· .. 0, i~,I, °.. ·0)
HI

~[w',i] = (0,0·· ·O,dsw',O.·· ·0)
i+I

~[ut, i] = (0,0· . ·0, sw', 0 .. ·0)

REMARK 4.1. s is a map on (W')* to QSl *-I(M) and we will not
discuss about the construction of s.

THEOREM 4.2. ~* is injective.
-=-'

Proof. Let a E U" EB U" EB U . Then a has a form

a = Lai[W/"i] + Lbj[w/,j] + LCk[W~I:,k],
i j k

and

Da = Lai[ixW/',i -1] + Lbj[ixw;',j -1]
i j

+ LCk[W~k,k -1] - [iXW~k,k -1]).
k

Hence

Da = 0 {:} [, . ~xwi' = 0 .] for all i and k
Wllk = ZXWj' Ck = -bi> some J

{:} a = L ai[w~', i] + L bj[wj,j]
i",wj=O

+ L bj[wj,j] +L Ck[W~I:' k]
i",wj':#O

=Lai[w~',i]+ L bj[wj,j]
ixwj=O

+L dl([W~, 1] - [ixw~, 1- 1])

= L ai[w~', i] + DQ for some Q,

and ixw~' = 0, for all i.
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In other words {[w~', i] Iixw" = Ohare the generators for cohomotopy.
Since the corresponding element (0, ... , 0, w~', 0, ... ,0) represents a co
homotopy class whenever ixw~' = 0, iP* is injective.
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